Integration of inputs by cortical neurons provides the basis for the complex information processing performed in the cerebral cortex. Here, we have examined how primary visual cortical neurons integrate classical and nonclassical receptive field inputs. The effect of nonclassical receptive field stimuli and, correspondingly, of long-range intracortical inputs is known to be context-dependent: the same long-range stimulus can either facilitate or suppress responses, depending on the level of local activation. By constructing a large-scale model of primary visual cortex, we demonstrate that this effect can be understood in terms of the local cortical circuitry. Each receptive field position contributes both excitatory and inhibitory inputs; however, the inhibitory inputs have greater influence when overall receptive field drive is greater. This mechanism also explains contrast-dependent modulations within the classical receptive field, which similarly switch between excitatory and inhibitory. In order to simplify analysis and to explain the fundamental mechanisms of the model, self-contained modules that capture nonlinear local circuit interactions are constructed. This work supports the notion that receptive field integration is the result of local processing within small groups of neurons rather than in single neurons.
Introduction
Central to an understanding of cortical function is the question of how cortical neurons integrate inputs to produce outputs. In primary visual cortex (V1), the spatial extent of integration by a neuron includes not only its 'classical' receptive field (RF), where visual stimuli elicit spike responses (presumably through thalamocortical axons), but also the 'nonclassical' receptive field, where stimuli largely modulate responses evoked by other stimuli (presumably via long-range intracortical or inter-areal axons) (Maffei and Fiorentini, 1976; Rockland and Lund, 1982; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1983; T'so et al., 1986; Gilbert, 1992) .
The enigmatic nature of this long-range modulation has only recently begun to be understood. Long-range (>1.5 mm) intracortical connections arise almost exclusively from excitator y neurons (Rock land and Lund, 1982; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1983) and make ∼80% of their synapses onto excitatory neurons (Kisvarday et al., 1986; McGuire et al., 1991) . Not surprisingly, moderate electrical stimulation of long-range inputs generates excitatory postsynaptic potentials (PSPs). Visual stimulation of the far surround, without a central stimulus, can also elicit excitatory responses (Maffei and Fiorentini, 1976; Knierim and Van Essen, 1992) . In contrast, experiments in which surround or contextual stimuli (which engage long-range inputs) are added to strong central stimuli indicate a suppressive role for long-range inputs (Blakemore and Tobin, 1972; Nelson and Frost, 1978; Gulyas et al., 1987; Born and Tootell, 1991; Knierim and Van Essen, 1992; Grinvald et al., 1994) . Similarly, strong inhibitory PSPs can be induced by electrical stimulation of long-range inputs, provided that the local circuitry is strongly activated (Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991; Weliky et al., 1995) . We (Toth et al., 1996) and others (Roig et al., 1996; Levitt and Lund, 1997; Polat et al., 1998; Sengpiel et al., 1998) have shown that the contrast of the center stimulus regulates whether long-range interactions are facilitative or suppressive: the same surround stimulus facilitates responses when center contrast is low but suppresses responses when center contrast is high (see Fig. 1Aa,b) . Surround modulation of responses to preferred orientation stimuli in the classical RF tend to exhibit the strongest suppression (for high-contrast centers) and strongest facilitation (for low-contrast centers) when the surround stimulus is parallel or iso-orientated with the center Frost, 1978, 1985; Knierim and Van Essen, 1992; Sillito et al., 1995; Weliky et al., 1995; Toth et al., 1996; Polat et al., 1998) .
Interestingly, similar contrast-related response modulation has also been obser ved within the classical receptive field. Increasing the contrast of a stimulus in the receptive field can, at high contrast, actually cause responses of many V1 cells to decline or 'supersaturate' (Li and Creutzfeldt, 1984; see Fig. 1B) . This effect has been observed at contrast levels for which lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) responses have not saturated or supersaturated (Albrecht and Hamilton, 1982; Bonds 1991) . A related phenomenon concerns the receptive field length of end-stopped cells. These cells typically respond maximally to high-contrast stimulus bars of a certain length (and orientation), and responses decline for longer bars (e.g. Hubel and Wiesel, 1965) , presumably due to encroachment of the stimulus on inhibitory zones located at the ends of excitatory regions. End-zones have maximal inhibitory effect when activated by stimuli of the preferred orientation (Orban et al., 1979; DeAngelis et al., 1994) . However, these inhibitory zones can become excitatory as stimulus contrast is decreased (Jagadeesh and Ferster, 1990; Jagadeesh, 1993) , so that low-contrast (preferred orientation) bars have longer optimal lengths than do high-contrast bars (see Fig. 1C ).
Common to the phenomena above is the finding that receptive field inf luences that are net excitatory when the classical receptive field is activated by a low-contrast stimulus become inhibitory when the classical receptive field is activated by a high-contrast stimulus. Paradoxically, both the excitatory and inhibitory effects tend to be strongest for modulatory stimuli aligned at the preferred orientation for the classical RF. These changes in RF sign contradict traditional ideas that assume that the single neuron is the 'unit' of receptive field integration (e.g. Hartline, 1940; Kuff ler, 1953; Movshon et al., 1978; Jones and Palmer, 1987; DeAngelis et al., 1995) , although these data might be reconciled by invoking dramatic state changes in local neurons or in long-distance synapses. Here we show that local cortical circuitry is sufficient to explain these receptive field 'switching' effects, provided that some contrast-related asymmetr y between local cortical excitatory and inhibitory neurons exists. Two different asymmetries are demonstrated:
higher average gain and threshold for the inhibitory population (McCormick et al., 1985) ; and differential synaptic depression/ facilitation in local circuit connections (Thomson and Deuchars, 1994) .
We and others (Ben-Yishai et al., 1995; Douglas et al., 1995; Somers et al., 1995a; Suarez et al., 1995) have demonstrated that consideration of short-range recurrent cortical excitatory (and inhibitor y) connections yields a concise account of a broad range of experimental data on orientation and direction selectivity. Here, we extend our large-scale visual cortical model to incorporate long-range intracortical excitation and demonstrate that this model captures both the local and longrange phenomena. In order to make clear the mechanistic requirements of this model and to further explore inputdependent effects, we present a novel analysis method. This analysis constructs self-contained local cortical modules which exhibit the essential local and long-range behavior of the full model. Preliminary accounts of some of this work have appeared (Somers et al., 1994 (Somers et al., , 1995b .
Materials and Methods

Model Overview
The model extends our prior local circuit model of orientation selectivity (Somers et al., 1995a) by incorporating long-range intracortical excitatory connections. The present model also differs from our prior short-range model in that: excitator y cortical neurons have been extended to exhibit spike adaptation; the equations describing lateral geniculate responses have been simplified to decrease simulation time; and 10 times as many neurons have been represented. In scaling up such a nonlinear system, parameter modifications were unavoidable; however, the essential behaviors of the earlier model (i.e. orientation sharpening, amplification) persist in the present model.
Cortical Cell Models
Excitatory and inhibitory cortical neurons were modeled separately using experimentally reported input resistances, membrane time constants and firing characteristics of regular-spiking (RS) and fast-spiking (FS) neurons (Connors et al., 1982; McCormick et al., 1985) . The cellular parameters used here are the same as in our prior model, with the exception that a spike-adaptation current has been added to RS neurons. This current is not important for our results; rather, we add it because it is a known and prominent feature of RS neuron physiology. Each cortical neuron was modeled as a single voltage compartment in which the membrane potential, V, was given by where the synaptic conductances generated at each postsynaptic cell i by the spiking of each presynaptic cell j (excitatory if j ≤ k; inhibitory if k < j ≤ l) are given by:
where t ji and g ji describe the delay and maximal conductance change Receptive field influences shifting from excitatory to inhibitory as central stimulus contrast increases. (A) A high-contrast surround stimulus facilitates the response of a low-contrast center stimulus, but the same surround stimulus suppresses responses when the center stimulus is of high contrast. Both facilitation and suppression effects tend to be strongest for iso-orientation surrounds. (a) Typical data from a cell in cat V1 obtained by Toth et al. (1996) but presented here for the first time. Increasing the contrast of an optimally oriented grating stimulus (presented to the classical receptive field in conjunction with a neutral surround) produced typical saturating contrast response functions. All gratings were shown at preferred orientation, direction and velocity, and all responses are averages of 12 stimulus repetitions, randomly interleaved. Central grating stimuli were presented again in conjunction with a high-contrast iso-orientation surround grating. Only the contrast of the central grating was changed. Resulting contrast response functions (CRFs) for the composite stimulus were higher at low center contrasts and lower at high center contrasts than center-only CRFs. Black line represents response to center only stimulation, gray line represents response to full-field stimulation. (b) Schematic representation of surround facilitation and suppression (after Toth et al., 1996 ; see text for other references). On average (n = 30 cells), responses to the surround stimulus alone (minus background response) were 6.8% of the responses to the optimal center stimulus. But this surround combined with the optimal center grating, on average, suppressed responses (to the optimal center gratings) by 15.7%. Suppression and facilitation effects were largely unaffected by phase relation between center and surround stimuli. (B) Schematic representation of how increasing the contrast of a center stimulus alone can decrease responses at very high contrast levels ('contrast supersaturation'). This suggests that the excitatory portion of the classical RF can become inhibitory. (C) Schematic representation of contrast-dependent length-tuning. Many V1 cells respond optimally to oriented high-contrast stimuli of a given length. These cells exhibit 'end-stopping' or length-tuning in that responses decline for longer high-contrast stimuli. The presumed 'inhibitory end-zones' can become excitatory when stimulus contrast is reduced. At low contrasts, length summation can extend several degrees into the 'inhibitory end-zones'. Thus, the border between excitatory and inhibitory regions appears to shift with stimulus contrast. For all three receptive field effects, modulatory stimuli tend to have both the strongest facilitatory and strongest suppressive effects when oriented at the preferred orientation of the classical RF. produced for the synapse between cell j and cell i. The numbers of excitator y and inhibitor y synapses received by cell i were k and l respectively. A MPA receptor-mediated excitatory synaptic effects and GABA A receptor-mediated synaptic inhibitory effects were implemented as linear conductance changes. A fter-hyperpolarization effects were spike-triggered (with delay t spike = 1 ms). The membrane parameters (see Table 1 ) yield membrane time constants, τm , of 20 ms for excitatory neurons and 10 ms for inhibitory neurons. Na + -mediated spike dynamics were replaced by a time-varying firing threshold. When the membrane potential exceeded threshold, a spike was recorded, the spike threshold was elevated, an afterhyperpolarizing conductance was activated, and for excitatory neurons an adaptation conductance was activated. Baseline spike threshold value was -55 mV. Absolute refractory periods were 3 and 1 ms for RS and FS neurons. Relative refractor y periods were generated by time-var ying thresholds that pulsed up 10 mV on a spike and exponentially decayed to baseline with a 10 ms time constant (5 ms for FS neurons). This roughly approximates the refractory effects of Na + channel inactivation. These parameters yielded approximate fits to experimental frequency vs. current plots for cortical neurons (McCormick et al., 1985) . In our prior model the distinction between RS and FS neurons was imposed simply to be consistent with known cellular physiology. Here we utilize two differences between the two cell classes as one way to create an asymmetry in the local circuitry that provides a local gain control mechanism. Fast-spiking or inhibitory neurons have higher input resistances and thus have higher current gains (greater slope of the frequency vs. current plot) than those of RS or excitatory neurons (McCormick et al., 1985) . Current thresholds for FS and RS neurons are similar, but inhibitory neurons receive substantially fewer synapses and presumably less synaptic current than excitatory neurons (see Table 1 ). Thus, we hypothesize that FS neurons have higher functional thresholds (e.g. contrast thresholds) than RS neurons. The combination of higher gain and threshold for a population of inhibitor y neurons is one mechanism used in this paper to achieve a generalized gain control mechanism in the local circuitry. The essential nonlinearity here is that the ratio of local excitatory currents to local inhibitory currents evoked by a stimulus configuration should be high for low stimulus intensities and should decrease at higher stimulus intensities (see Discussion).
Model Connectivity
In constructing a model network our goals were to represent dense local intracortical circuitr y and connections that traveled long cortical distances. Given the twin requirements of density and size, a network with a ver y large number of neurons had to be constructed. Cortical circuitr y under a 3.5 × 7 mm patch of primar y visual cortex was represented by a model with 20 250 spiking cortical neurons and >1.3 million cortical synapses. Whenever possible, known anatomical values, ratios and constraints were imposed on the model. Neurons were organized into a 45 × 90 grid of 'mini-columns' (e.g. Peters and Yilmaz, 1993) , based on an orientation map obtained by optical recording of intrinsic signals of cat visual cortex (Toth et al., 1996) . Each mini-column contained four excitatory neurons and one inhibitory neuron (ratio from Gabbott and Somogyi, 1986) . Both excitatory and inhibitory neurons made short-range intracortical connections, while only excitator y neurons made long-range connections. Each type of connection targeted both excitatory and inhibitory post-synaptic neurons (e.g. Beaulieu and Somogyi, 1990; McGuire et al., 1991; Anderson et al., 1994) . Short-range connection probabilities fell linearly from ρ peak to ρ edge at distance d edge , with ρ = 0 beyond that (see Table 1 for parameters).
As can be seen in Figure 2 , excitatory connections dominate at very short distances and inhibitor y connections dominate in a local ring around them. This center-surround organization is a key property of our prior model of orientation selectivity (Somers et al., 1995a) . Long-range excitator y neurons preferentially targeted neurons with orientation preferences similar to their own (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989; McGuire et al., 1991; Malach et al., 1993) . Connection probabilities varied linearly with the orientation difference between pre-and postsynaptic cells, from ρpeak = 0.005 at φ = 0°to ρedge = 0.001 at φ = 90°. Results were averaged over 20 networks, each randomly constructed using the above connectivity probabilities. Responses were analyzed over the central 3 × 3 mini-columns of the model (36 excitatory neurons). This restricted population lies within an iso-orientation domain and was selected to guarantee that the orientation and position of the stimuli were optimal for classical receptive fields of the cells investigated.
Stimuli and Inputs to Cortex
Stimuli consisted of circular ('center') and annular ('surround') gratings of differing contrasts, orientations and radii. Central RF studies used a only central grating with a diameter approximately equal to the RF (1°). End-stopping studies varied this diameter. Surround studies combined a 1°diameter center stimulus with a surround annulus (1°inner diameter; 4°outer diameter). Thalamic neuron responses to these stimuli increased linearly with log contrast. LGN responses were independent of stimulus orientation, phase and spatial frequency. LGN responses were also constant over the 300 ms simulation trials.
LGN cells with receptive fields located at the border between center and surround stimuli were driven in proportion to the degree each stimulus covered the cell's receceptive field. Converging thalamocortical inputs to a column were biased for a particular stimulus orientation and location (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962) , and orientation selectivity was enhanced by intracortical connections (e.g. Somers et al., 1995a) . The pattern of preferred orientations and locations of converging thalamocortical inputs was determined from the optical map data (see Fig. 2 ). The average firing rate of the converging thalamocortical input to single cortical neurons was a function of stimulus orientation (θ cent , θ surr ), contrast (%Cont cent , %Cont surr ), size and position: %Cent and %Surr are the percentages of converging thalamocortical afferents that are activated by the center and surround stimuli respectively. θ pref and θ hw are the preferred orientation of the minicolumn and the half-width at half-amplitude of the orientation tuning of the convergent pattern of thalamocortical inputs. Note that stimulus phase and spatial frequency are not factors, and thus a grating stimulus is equivalent to a patch of oriented bars of the same size, contrast and orientation. Thalamocortical response rates were converted into spikes using 10 independent Poisson processes. Cortical magnification was 1 mm/deg and each thalamic neuron projected to cortical neurons over an area of 0.8 mm 2 (Humphrey et al., 1985) .
Local Circuit Module Simulations
Local circuit modules were composed of 200 excitatory and 50 inhibitory neurons each with cellular equations and parameters identical to those in the full model (see cortical cell model method above). Short-range connections were made between cells in a module. In addition, cells of the module received excitatory external inputs that represented the sum of the thalamocortical and long-range intracortical inputs. For a given stimulus condition, all excitatory cells received one input value and all inhibitory cells received another. Module responses were obtained by computer simulation of this local circuit with different levels of input to the excitatory and inhibitory cells. Responses were measured for 961 input combinations (grid points). Each response averages over 40 trials with stimulus durations of 250 ms. The connection probabilities within this module were ρ excit-excit = 0.0044, ρ excit-inhib = 0.0044, ρ inhib-excit = 0.0125, ρ inhib-inhib = 0.025. The synaptic strengths were as in the full model above. In order to compare predictions of the module to the responses of the full model, external inputs to the module were extracted from simulations of the full model. These inputs represent the total thalamocortical and long-range intracortical input to excitatory and inhibitory cells in a 3 × 3 patch of mini-columns in the center of the model. Two different module forms were constructed, one based on the circuitr y of the full model called the gain-threshold asymmetry module and one that eliminated the threshold asymmetry but obtained qualitatively similar behavior by utilizing synaptic depression at local excitator y-excitator y synapses and synaptic facilitation at local excitatory-inhibitory synapses ( al., 1993a; Thomson and Deuchars, 1994; Abbott et al., 1997; Tsodyks and Markram, 1997) . This second module is called the synapse asymmetry module. Each local excitatory synapse had a synaptic efficacy, W, and an adaptation level, A, or facilitation level, B, associated with it:
If the presynaptic cell generated an action potential at time t, the peak of the conductance change was W. Each spike caused an increase in the adaptation and facilitation levels:
These values decayed to zero, each with time constants τ Α = τ Β = 300 ms:
In the simulation results presented, A and B typically ranged between 0.1 and 0.6. Connectivity probabilities in this module were simplified to ρ excit-excit = 0.1, ρ excit-inhib = 0.1, ρ inhib-excit = 0.1, and ρ inhib-inhib = 0.1.
Synaptic strengths onto excitatory neurons were g Excit = 2.5 nS, g Inhib = 10 nS and onto inhibitory neurons were g Excit = 2 nS, g Inhib = 2 nS. In order to obtain identical contrast thresholds for excitatory and inhibitory neurons (for the center only stimulus), the ratio of g LGN onto excitatory vs. g LGN onto inhibitory neurons was 3:2. This ratio compensates for the different cellular parameters of the two classes of cells. The ratio of the long-range inputs to excitatory and inhibitory neurons was 1:1 and the magnitudes for the two surround conditions were chosen to give a clear example of the facilitation/suppression property.
Results
Model of Local and Long-range Connections In V1
We shall first show that the large-scale model of V1 (Fig. 2) explains contrast-dependent modulation of responses locally, within the classical receptive field, and then explain the long-range modulation of responses from the extraclassical receptive field. The model captures physiological responses to oriented grating stimuli of differing contrasts presented within the classical receptive field. Model behavior is analyzed for a population of neurons lying in the central orientation domain of the model (yellow peak of Fig. 2) . Figure 3A shows mean responses of 36 excitatory cortical neurons to oriented grating stimuli of different contrasts presented within the classical receptive field. Analysis was restricted to this population in order to ensure that analyzed cells were driven by optimally positioned and oriented center stimuli. These responses were averaged for the same set of neurons in 20 networks, each constructed with the same connectivity probability rules.
To isolate cortical effects, thalamic responses were designed to increase linearly with log contrast. The dotted lines in Figure  3A show contrast response curves for the cortical neurons at two different stimulus orientations when intracortical synapses are shut off and only thalamocortical inputs are active; note the linear responses above threshold. In the full model, with intracortical synapses active, cortical responses (data points and solid lines in Fig. 3A ) exhibit a saturation nonlinearity at higher contrasts. This occurs at contrast levels for which thalamic responses have not yet saturated. Contrast saturation in the model is achieved as a network property rather than as a cellular property. Responses at saturation are a mere fraction of the maximal responses of these neurons to an injected current (e.g. 40 vs. 300 imp/s). Moreover, saturation response levels vary with stimulus orientation. These simulation results were well fit (solid curves) by hyperbolic contrast response functions,
, which have been shown to provide superior fits to experimental contrast response data (Albrecht and Hamilton, 1982) . Results for both orientations were fit with the same exponent (γ) of 2.8. R max values were 43 and 28. Mid-level contrasts (C 50 ) were 5 and 7% for preferred and 20°respectively. Consistent with our prior model (Somers et al., 1995a) , cortical inputs sharpen orientation tuning (compare differences between 0°and 20°responses. Note that intracortical connections amplify responses to low-contrast stimuli at the preferred orientation, but attenuate responses to high-contrast stimuli. Contrast saturation in our model ref lects a gain change in local cortical circuitry that results from an asymmetry between the properties of excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Inputs from inhibitory neurons grow proportionally stronger at high levels of input drive; population responses for inhibitory neurons saturate only when LGN responses saturate. Figures 3A and 4A to varying contrast levels of a center stimulus under three fixed surround conditions: no surround (solid), high contrast cross-orientation surround (dotted), high contrast iso-orientation surround (dashed). Both surround stimuli increase responses to low contrast centers but decrease responses to high contrast center stimuli. Both facilitation and suppression effects are stronger for the iso-orientation surround.
In this work, two mechanisms are demonstrated to produce the local circuit asymmetry: (i) a population-level bias among inhibitor y neurons to have higher gain and higher contrast thresholds than excitatory cells; and (ii) differential adaptation and enhancement at local intracortical excitatory synapses onto excitatory and inhibitory neurons respectively (Thomson and West, 1993; Thomson et al., 1993a Thomson et al., ,b, 1995 Thomson and Deuchars, 1994) . The results presented in Figures 3-8 were obtained with the first mechanism. Inhibitory neurons in the model have a higher gain because FS cells have a much higher input resistance and proportionally greater response to injected current levels than do RS cells (Connors et al., 1982; McCormick et al., 1985) . The higher contrast threshold results because thalamic inputs provide proportionally fewer excitatory synapses onto inhibitory neurons than onto excitatory neurons. Later in this paper we demonstrate that the second mechanism obtains the same essential local circuit behavior (see Fig. 9 ).
For a subpopulation of modeled neurons (18/36 cells), a decline in response at high contrast was observed (see Fig. 3B ). Li and Creutzfeldt (1984) described this behavior in detail, calling the decline 'supersaturation', because it occurs at contrast levels beyond which normal contrast saturation can be observed. Those authors suggested that supersaturation might result from reduced drive from thalamic sources at high contrasts; here, we show that a purely cortical mechanism is sufficient. The supersaturation effect, although infrequently discussed, can also be seen in other experimental reports (e.g. Bonds, 1991; Albrecht and Hamilton, 1982) . Thus, for some cells, even the classical excitatory RF can have inhibitory effects when stimulation is strong. The effects of varying stimulus length and contrast were also systematically explored within the simulations. Responses to a high-contrast visual stimulus were observed to decline beyond a characteristic preferred size (see top curve of Fig. 4A ). Thus the model exhibited a form of length-tuning or end-stopping (Hubel and Wiesel, 1965) . Consistent with experiments (e.g. Orban et al ., 1979; DeAngelis et al., 1994) Jagadeesh and Ferster (1990; also Jagadeesh, 1993) , the length of the excitatory receptive field increased with decreasing contrast, and at low stimulus contrasts, responses to optimal orientation gratings continued to increase monotonically. Both the experiment and simulations indicate that the borders between excitatory and inhibitory regions shift depending on the level of stimulus contrast. For comparison's sake, Figure 4B displays what the length tuning curves would look like if contrast-invariant length summation occurred.
While preser ving classical RF properties, the model also captures paradoxical extraclassical RF modulations (Knierim and Van Essen, 1992; Sillito et al., 1995; Toth et al., 1996; Levitt and Lund, 1997; Polat et al., 1998; Sengpiel et al., 1998) The contrast of a central grating was varied under three different surround stimulus conditions: no surround; a highcontrast cross-orientation surround stimulus; and a high-contrast iso-orientation surround stimulus. The modulatory inf luence of 'surround' gratings on responses to optimal orientation 'center' stimuli shifts from facilitatory to suppressive as center stimulus contrast increases (Fig. 5, cf. Fig. 1A ). Model simulations also obtain the result that both facilitation and suppression effects are strongest for iso-orientation surround stimuli (Knierim and Van Essen, 1992; Sillito et al., 1995; Weliky et al., 1995; Toth et al., 1996; Levitt and Lund, 1997) . These effects emerge from the local intracortical interactions (as will be shown below) and do not require synaptic plasticity (cf. Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991; Gilbert et al., 1996) or complex cellular properties (cf. Bush and Sejnowski, 1994) . This model also provides the first unified account of these classical and extraclassical RF modulations.
A Technique for Analyzing Local Circuit Behavior
The focus of this paper is to investigate how local circuitry responds to combinations of long-range input. Large-scale model simulation, while useful for addressing computational effects of neurobiological details, can be analytically cumbersome. In this section we develop a technique for analyzing large-scale recurrent models of cortical circuitry that allows us to go beyond simulation and to understand what features of the model are crucial for obtaining the phenomena of interest. The main idea is to focus on the behavior of local, densely interconnected populations of cortical neurons, and to treat them as functional units or 'modules' with a well defined input-output relationship. This analysis was inspired by anatomical studies indicating that in many cortical areas relatively punctate local circuit structures are replicated many times across the region (e.g. Mountcastle, 1978; Lund et al., 1993; Peters and Yilmaz, 1993) , as well as by extensive physiological evidence that local clusters of cells share many stimulus response preferences.
To understand what features of the simulation cause a cortical neuron to respond in the way it does, we have to describe three types of inputs: thalamocortical, long-range horizontal and dense local cortical projections. We suggest that much of the complexity in RF effects results from the local cortical inputs. Thalamocortical and long-range horizontal inputs, which together we will call 'distal inputs' (always excitatory), can be easily computed for the stimuli we study here (see below). However, local inputs arise from cells which are densely interconnected with each other and with the neuron of interest. These recurrent interactions make estimation of the local inputs a complex task. RF analysis could be greatly simplified, provided that one were able to identify a small group of cells whose behavior is only a function of their distal inputs and the interactions among them (i.e. local interactions with cells outside that group do not have to be taken into account). It is not straightforward to do this, because anatomically the cortex is not strictly modular but instead is connected in a continuous fashion. Although an individual neuron receives the majority of its inputs from presynaptic neurons within a small radius (White, 1989; also Fig. 2 ), one cannot simply draw a boundary at that radius and treat the enclosed cells as a module, because cells at the periphery will receive many local projections from outside the boundary. Regardless of where one draws the anatomical boundary of a module, there will be significant interactions with cells right outside the boundary, which will force us to extend the boundary even further until it eventually encloses the entire large-scale model.
What we propose instead is an abstract functional module: a small isolated group of neurons that are interconnected in such a way as to reproduce the responses of a local neuronal population embedded in the continuously connected cortical sheet. Figure  6A illustrates how such a functional module can be constructed. The top diagram shows an array of orientation-tuned cells (in one dimension for clarity) in the original model, and their projections into a small area M. The larger circle R defines what is considered a local vs. a distal projection to M. Suppose we applied the following transformation at one location in the model: remove every projection from the shaded area into M (dashed arrows), and replace it with a projection from within M that has a randomly chosen presynaptic cell and the same postsynaptic cell (bottom diagram). What would happen if we were to run a simulation with the modified cortical model? The only cells that receive different synaptic inputs are the ones in M. Each cell in M receives exactly the same number of synapses as before; the difference is that some presynaptic cells are now in M instead of the being in the shaded area between M and R. However, if R is small enough so that the firing rates within R are very similar, the cells in M will receive the same input and thus our manipulation will not change the activity in the model. The same idea also can be applied with the assumption of nonuniform firing profiles inside R. Note that the activity in M after the transformation will depend only on distal inputs. That is, we have eliminated the problematic local projections from outside the module boundary while compensating for their effects.
The resulting functional module is illustrated in Figure 6B . It consists of one excitator y and one inhibitory population of neurons, homogeneously interconnected (i.e. connection probability and strength depend only on the pre-and postsynaptic cell types). Both populations are directly driven by distal excitatory input, which is the net input arriving from all areas projecting to M. Although we do not address the effects of inputs from higher cortical areas in this paper, the same conceptual framework can be used to analyze them. The response of the excitatory population is defined as the output of the module. The module is described completely by its input-output relationship, which is a scalar function of twodimensional vector input -e.g. a response surface (see Fig. 7B ).
To actually construct the module and simulate its response surface, we have to fix M and R. Clearly, the approximation is sensitive to the choice of R. If R is too large, our assumption about homogeneous firing rates within R will fail. If R is too small, what we defined as 'distal' input will actually include a substantial amount of local input, and the module will no longer be useful since the computation of 'distal' input as a function of visual stimulus will not be possible. Furthermore, we are assuming that distal inputs are only excitatory, i.e. for a small R many local inhibitor y projections will have to be ignored, resulting in increased approximation error. The optimal radius for R achieves a balance between these constraints; we have found through simulations that radius to be 300n350 µm (see Fig. 7D insert) . The area M can be made very small (e.g. 1 mini-column). To avoid undesirable synchronization effects due to the increased number of connections in M, we increased the number of cells in M while preserving the average number of connections per cell. (See Local Circuit Module Simulation Methods for parameter details.)
Modular Analysis of Contrast Saturation and Surround Facilitation/Suppression
We now apply the analytical technique developed above to the phenomena observed in our large-scale simulation. To predict and to analyze the response of the full model to a given stimulus, we have to: (i) construct a functional module for the desired location in the model (the center in Fig. 2 ) and obtain its response surface (Fig. 7B) ; (ii) estimate the distal input (sum of thalamocortical and long-range horizontal input) to that location; and (iii) measure the height of the response surface above the two-dimensional point corresponding to the distal input to excitatory and inhibitory cells in the module.
Estimating the net distal input to the center of the model is straightforward. Assume the surround stimulus is fixed, while we gradually increase the contrast of the center stimulus. The responses in the model outside the central area will remain almost constant, and therefore the long-range horizontal inputs to the center will also remain constant. The thalamocortical drive to both excitatory and inhibitory cells in the center will increase with stimulus contrast. However, since the synapses from LGN to V1 remain fixed, the net increase in the two components of the input will be proportional, i.e. the two-dimensional input will translate along a straight line (Fig. 6A) . The same will occur if we fix the contrast of the central stimulus, and vary the contrast or orientation of the surround -then the thalamocortical input will remain fixed, while the long-range horizontal input will vary along a straight line. In general, whenever we vary the activity of a single input source (Fig. 6B) , the distal input will move along a straight line in the two-dimensional input space; the slope of the line is simply the ratio of synaptic strength from that input source to the excitatory and inhibitory cells in the central area.
The prior surround modulation simulations in the full model explored the effects of increasing the contrast of a central stimulus under three fixed surround conditions. The three lines in Figure 7A correspond to the actual distal input to excitatory and inhibitory cells in the center of the model for the three surround conditions as center contrast is increased. Note that the linearity of the extracted distal input indicates that the module is large enough to encapsulate all local interactions (i.e. if we were to define a module with R = 1 cell, these lines would be rather curved, and impossible to compute without running the full simulation).
We can now predict contrast response functions simply by projecting the lines from the input plane onto the response surface and aligning their origins. The back plane of Figure 7C displays the predicted contrast response curves for the three surround conditions. Figure 7D The effect of module size on prediction error was investigated. Contrast response functions predicted by a module of a given radius were computed for both excitatory and inhibitory populations. The average absolute error between the predicted functions and the full simulations are shown (Fig. 7D  insert) for each radius. Error measurements weight each cell equally, thus excitatory response error contributes four times more heavily than inhibitory response error. Error is computed for both center only (solid) and center-surround (dashed) stimuli. Error is minimized for a module radius of ∼350 µm. The U-shape of the function ref lects a trade-off between two sources of error: neglecting some inhibitory inf luences at small radii and assuming too much homogeneity across mini-columns at large module radii. closely approximate the full model responses (solid lines) for all conditions. Thus both suppressive and facilitatory extraclassical RF modulations are captured within the local cortical circuitry. The effect of module radius choice on prediction accuracy is shown in the insert. Error is minimized for a module radius of ∼350 µm. Figure 8 . Piecewise linear approximation of excitatory module surface. Facilitation-suppression effects can be captured even by a simple module composed of one excitatory and one inhibitory neuron, each with threshold-linear cellular response properties and with linear interactions between the neurons. Such a module generically produces a surface that consists of: region A, where excitatory response is weak and inhibitory neurons are active; region B, where excitatory neurons are active and inhibitory responses are weak; and region C, where both populations are active. The surface in Figure 7B ,C can be seen as a smoothed version of this surface. Any contrast input line which projects onto regions B and C will generate a response function with high gain at low contrast and low gain at high contrasts. Depending on the balance between local excitatory and inhibitory synaptic strengths and the ratio of the thalamocortical inputs to the two populations, saturating or supersaturating contrast response functions can be obtained. Long-range inputs which translate the input line up, with more relative inhibition than the thalamocortical inputs, can produce response facilitation for low-contrast centers and suppression for high-contrast center stimuli. Figure 9 . Alternative local circuit module (the 'synapse asymmetry module'). This module employs a different form of asymmetry between local excitation and inhibition yet obtains the same qualitative behavior as the module extracted directly from the full model (see Fig. 7) . Here, the asymmetry between excitatory and inhibitory neuron contrast thresholds is eliminated; instead, a known asymmetry in synaptic transmission ratios is exploited. Transmission failure rates at local excitatory-excitatory synapses increase as presynaptic firing rates increase, while failure rates at local excitatory-inhibitory synapses decrease as presynaptic firing rates increase. This local circuit mechanism also achieves the long-range facilitation-suppression effects with similar inputs to those used in the module of Figure 7 .
Analysis of Module Surface Shape
The shape of the module response surface is obviously crucial for obtaining our results. In this section we present a mathematical analysis of the features of the response surface. Here we construct a greatly simplified module consisting of a population of one excitatory and one inhibitory neuron with threshold-linear responses and linear interactions. Excitatory and inhibitory neurons have thresholds θex, θin. Above threshold, responses increase with gains (or slopes) Kex, Kin. Total afferent inputs to the two cells are the sum of the thalamic and long-range inputs:
where Mt, Mh are thalamic and long-range horizontal firing rates, and Tex, Tin, Hex, Hin are the corresponding synaptic efficacies. In addition, the module cells are interconnected. The synaptic weights among excitator y (e) and inhibitor y (i) cells in the module are Wee, Wei, Wie, Wii. The mean firing rates in the module can then be expressed by the following piecewise-linear system of equations:
The response surface in Figure 8 , M ex ( I ex , I in ), is obtained from the above system and has the same shape for a very broad range of parameter values. The surface can be divided into three regions: region A, where inhibitory responses are strong and excitatory responses are weak; region B, where excitatory responses are strong and inhibitory are weak; and region C, where both are strong and competing. Any straight line in the input plane which projects onto the surfaces of regions B and C will activate a form of gain control; response gains within region C arise more slowly than in region B.
Response saturation occurs when the input line crosses region B and is parallel to the contours in region C, i.e. θ in /θ ex > T in /T ex = (W ii + 1/K in )/W ie (shown with red curve). In other words, saturation occurs when inhibition balances excitation. Supersaturation results from increasing the slope of the contrast input line, so that T in /T ex > (W ii + 1/K in )/W ie . That is, supersaturation occurs when inhibition overcompensates for excitation. These effects depend on the relative balance of local excitatory and inhibitory synaptic strengths as well as on the relative proportions of the thalamic drive. The surround facilitation/suppression effect (compare blue curve to red curve) is obtained when the translation vector resulting from surround stimulation has a greater slope than the contrast input line, i.e. H in /H ex > T in /T ex . Thus, the biphasic surround effect requires long-range excitatory connections to be less biased toward excitatory local cells than are the thalamocortical inputs. A lthough this simplified module neglects driving force nonlinearities and response smoothing around threshold (see Fig. 3A , thalamocortical inputs alone), it is sufficient to capture the paradoxical extraclassical RF effects; moreover, it has revealed the requirements for achieving this effect.
The response surface for the actual module (Fig. 7C,D) is essentially a smoothed version of this piecewise-linear surface (Fig. 8) , which is to be expected since integrate-and-fire neurons have approximately threshold-linear feedforward responses (see Fig. 3A, dashed lines) . As for the piecewise-linear module, the key for obtaining both phenomena is the existence of region B, in which excitatory neurons respond relatively strongly while local inhibitory inputs are weak. Region B exists here because thalamocortical inputs, on average, will drive excitatory neurons at a lower input level than that required to drive inhibitory neurons above threshold. This corresponds to the prediction that inhibitory neurons, on average, have a higher contrast threshold than do excitatory neurons. Note that while the injected current threshold is lower for inhibitory neurons than for excitatory neurons in our model, the contrast threshold for inhibitor y neurons is higher because thalamocortical connections are strongly biased toward excitatory neurons. In simulations of our full model, mean contrast thresholds for excitatory and inhibitory cortical neurons were 2 and 4% respectively.
An Alternative Mechanism for Obtaining the Same Module Response Surface
Having demonstrated that the paradoxical extraclassical RF effects can be explained in terms of the local cortical circuitry, we can now explore other possible neural mechanisms using local circuit modules. The simulation results presented to this point depend upon having a population of inhibitory neurons that, on average, have higher contrast thresholds than the excitatory population. This mechanism is conceptually simple, but it is not the only form of local circuit mechanism which can support these behaviors. The essential behaviors were obtained in a different local circuit in which thalamocortical inputs drive excitatory and inhibitory neurons above threshold (both 1 and 5 Hz above baseline criteria) at the same contrast levels. The necessary asymmetry in the module was obtained by modulating the efficacies of the short-range excitatory synapses onto excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Thomson and colleagues (Thomson and West, 1993; Thomson et al., 1993a; Thomson and Deuchars, 1994) and others (Abbott et al., 1997; Tsodyks and Markram, 1997) have reported, based on dual intracellular recordings, that synaptic transmission rates between excitatory neurons decline as the presynaptic neuron firing rate increases. Conversely, synaptic transmission from excitatory to inhibitory cortical neurons increases as presynaptic neuron firing rates increase (Thomson et al., 1993b (Thomson et al., , 1995 . These changes in synaptic efficacy were modeled as time varying synaptic strengths (see Materials and Methods). Figure 9 demonstrates that this mechanism generates a local circuit module with equivalent properties to the gain-threshold asymmetry module (cf. Fig. 7C ). Thus, these simulations demonstrate two local circuit mechanisms for which local inhibitory inputs grow at a higher rate than local excitatory inputs given proportionally increasing levels of external drive to the two populations.
Discussion
In this paper, we have demonstrated that RF inf luences may contextually switch between excitatory and inhibitory in a circuit with fixed cellular and synaptic properties. These effects appear paradoxical when RF integration is studied at the single cell level, yet are straightforward when RF integration is studied at the local circuit level. This work, for the first time, draws a connection between several paradoxical phenomena: two contrast-dependent effects within the classical RF (contrast supersaturation and contrast-dependent length tuning) and a contrast-dependent effect involving extraclassical RF inf luences. 
all three phenomena could be explained by the same local circuit model. In addition, we have presented an analytical technique for studying local circuit interactions within a closed system. This modular analysis provides accurate quantitative predictions of the large-scale model simulations and conclusively shows that local circuitry alone is sufficient to account for the paradoxical phenomena. In addition, this analysis clarifies the requirements for obtaining these effects, the foremost of which is an asymmetry between excitatory and inhibitory local circuit responses. The modular analysis was also employed to demonstrate an alternative local circuit mechanism which obtains the necessary asymmetry. Given the nonlinearity and complexity of local circuit models, such analytical techniques are essential if local circuit approaches are to have general application. This work also advances our computational understanding of how local cortical circuitr y may serve as a functional module (e.g. Szentagothai, 1975; Mountcastle, 1978; Rakic, 1988; Douglas et al., 1989; Lund et al., 1993) . Our analysis suggests that functional modules operate on a spatial scale that is intermediate to mini-columns (∼50 µm; Sethares, 1991, 1996) and hyper-columns (∼1 mm; Hubel and Wiesel, 1962) .
Receptive Field Integration Performed by Local Cortical Circuitry
The present paper contributes to a growing body of work which studies RF integration at the level of the local cortical circuitry rather than at the level of the single neuron (e.g. Douglas and Martin, 1991a; Fregnac and Debanne, 1993; Douglas et al., 1995; Somers et al., 1995a; Stemmler et al., 1995; Suarez et al., 1995; Salinas and Abbott, 1996) . The notion of a RF that emerges here treats the contribution from each RF location as a twodimensional vector, with component inputs to local excitatory and local inhibitory cells. The relative contributions (or vector angle) are fixed by the anatomy (i.e. number and efficacy of synapses onto excitator y and inhibitor y cells), while the magnitude varies with stimulus strength. The two input components activate a set of nonlinear interactions within the local circuit in an amplitude-dependent manner, in which the ratio of inhibitory to excitatory inf luence grows proportionally stronger as the overall stimulus drive (i.e. contrast, spatial extent) increases. This representation has superior predictive power over simpler models provided that the ratio of input to local excitatory and to local inhibitory cells (i.e. vector angle) changes across RF positions. Here, we have suggested that the drive to inhibitory inputs is relatively stronger at large distances from the receptive field center. We wish to suggest that the input ratio (vector angle) varies smoothly as a function of distance from RF center. This, combined with a gain control mechanism, permits the size of the classical RF to vary inversely with the level of drive.
Local Circuit Asymmetry
The dynamic RF effects demonstrated here rely on an asymmetry between excitatory and inhibitory inputs in the local cortical circuitry. The critical property is that net inhibitory local circuit inf luences grow stronger at a greater rate than that of local excitatory inf luences as external drive levels increase. This idea is also supported by electrical stimulation experiments in slices of visual cortex (Hirsch, 1995; Weliky et al., 1995 ) . We have proposed two specific mechanisms for achieving this local circuit asymmetry. The first is to utilize inhibitory neurons which, as a population, have higher response gain and higher contrast threshold than excitatory neurons. Based on cellular physiology (McCormick et al., 1985) , it is known that FS or inhibitory cells have much higher response gains than RS or excitatory neurons. However, the requirement for a highercontrast threshold has not been examined experimentally and this assumption represents one experimental prediction of our model. Because this threshold difference need only occur at a population level, it is possible to achieve this result if multiple classes of inhibitory neurons, some with high thresholds and some with low thresholds, exist. Lund and colleagues (cf. Lund et al., 1995) have identified several morphological classes of inhibitory neurons in V1. Our analysis suggests that high threshold inhibitory neurons play a central role in gain control.
Recent synaptic physiology studies (Abbott et al., 1997; Tsodyks and Markram, 1997) indicate that rapid activitydependent changes in synaptic efficacy at excitatory-excitatory cortical synapses may profoundly inf luence cortical processing. Here, we suggest that if efficacy changes at excitatoryinhibitory synapses have the opposite sign, as is suggested by the data of Thomson and Deuchars (1994) , then modulation of short-range synapses is sufficient to support contextual switching effects for both local and long-range inputs to the local cortical circuitry.
Contrast Gain Control as a Circuit Property
The functional asymmetry in the local cortical circuitry provides a generalized contrast gain control mechanism that can be accessed by all input sources. At low center-driving contrasts, local cortical excitation provides strong amplification of suprathreshold inputs. As center drive levels increase, local inhibition grows to reduce the cortical amplification factor. As a result the model achieves saturating and supersaturating contrast response functions as a local circuit property. This result is consistent with experimental evidence that contrast saturation occurs when neither cellular firing rates nor synaptic inputs have reached plateau values. Thus, we suggest that the notion that excitation saturates is incorrect; rather, inhibition counterbalances excitation. The model makes the specific prediction that cortical amplification is strongest for lowcontrast suprathreshold stimuli (of the preferred orientation) and that amplification decreases and may even become attenuation as contrast increases.
This local circuit form of gain control, unlike cellular or input saturation ideas, also captures spatial contrast gain effects. Excitator y RF regions are spatially restricted when the total inputs are strong, but enlarge as inputs get weaker. These expansion-contraction effects are adaptive in that they collect (excitatory) information more widely when the overall signal is weak but restrict their spatial spread when the signal from more central RF regions is stronger. It should be noted that the term 'contrast gain control' has an ambiguous meaning in the literature, referring both to instantaneous contrast saturation, as discussed here, and slower-acting contrast adaptation. Elsewhere, we have used this model structure to address contrast adaptation effects (Todorov et al., 1997b) .
Other Models
Contrast saturation effects have been achieved by other network models (e.g. Grossberg, 1973; Heeger, 1992 Heeger, , 1993 Carandini and Heeger, 1994) ; however, these models oversimplify cortical circuitry, effectively yoking together excitatory and inhibitory responses. Our analysis (Figs 7 and 8 ) makes clear that an asymmetry between excitatory and inhibitory contributions is required in order to obtain the dynamic switching effects. These other models restrict all inputs to lie on a single line in our input plane (see Fig. 7B ). This restriction prevents such models from achieving the full set of phenomena captured by the present model.
Extraclassical RF facilitation-suppression effects have been independently addressed by Stemmler et al. (1995) ; however, classical RF effects were neglected in that work. In contrast, our model achieves contrast saturation, length-tuning and sharp orientation tuning with different saturation levels for different orientations. This is the first time these diverse visual cortical effects have been integrated into a single model circuit. Also, the stochastic resonance mechanism suggested by Stemmler et al. has no experimental support in visual cortex and plays no role in the present results. Finally, the modular analysis presented here makes explicit for the first time the requirements for achieving extraclassical RF facilitation-suppression effects.
Other Phenomena
We have shown that several orientation-specific facilitation and suppression effects can be accounted for by a single mechanism. However, several related phenomena lie outside the present scope of our model. Neuronal response properties within striate cortex exhibit greater heterogeneity than is exhibited in our model. For example, some, but not all, cells exhibit strong facilitation of responses to cross-orientation center stimuli when an iso-orientation surround stimulus is presented (Sillito et al., 1995; Levitt and Lund, 1997) . To achieve more diverse response properties, a model has to incorporate cells receiving widely varying numbers of synapses. This was not the case here. Since we define the probability of a synaptic connection between two cells independently of all other synapses that each cell receives, this variability averages out on the cell level. Thus all cells receive very similar numbers of synapses. Elsewhere we have presented a related model (Todorov et al., 1997a) which incorporated cells receiving higher numbers of local intracortical synapses and lower numbers of thalamocortical synapses; such cells exhibited stronger supersaturation, end-stopping and sensitivity to orientation contrast (Sillito et al., 1995) .
Co-aligned, iso-orientation surround stimuli tend to facilitate responses for both high-and low-contrast center stimuli (Kapadia et al., 1995; Polat et al., 1998) . This effect may be related to perceptual contour integration (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985; Field et al., 1993; Polat and Sagi 1993) and may result from excitatory-excitatory connections between co-aligned, iso-orientation cell clusters (Bosking et al., 1997) . Long-range connections in our model are not biased for alignment-specific spatial anisotropies. Our model could achieve this facilitation by adding alignment-specific long-range inputs that are more biased to synapse onto excitatory targets than are the present alignment-nonspecific long-range inputs. To illustrate that this 'pure' facilitation could coexist with nonaligned facilitation/suppression effects in our model, consider adding a class of long-range inputs which target only excitatory neurons (see Fig. 7 ). Such input will always increase responses regardless of the local contrast gain state. Our model could similarly be extended to incorporate other specific patterns of long-range excitation, such as feedback from area V2 (Bullier et al., 1996) .
